Faculty Senate Minutes
11/13/2018
SUB 113 AB
Attendance:
Scott Risser, Charie Faught, Stella Cappocia, Miriam Young, Vicki Petritz, Diane Wolfgram, Peter Lucon, Tony Patrick, Ron
White, Jackie Timmer, Rita Spear, Chad Okrusch, Dan Autenrieth, Matt Donnelly, Kishor Shresta, Ted McDermott (guest
reporter), Atish Mitra, Karen Wesenberg-Ward, Ulana Holtz, Katherine Zodrow, Carrie Vath, Courtney Young
I

Welcome and Minutes

https://www.mtech.edu/facultystaff/facultysenate/minutes/2018/Faculty-Senate-Minutest-11-2-2018.pdf
Motion to approve and seconded as recorded. Motion passes.
Action Items
II. Advising Center ProposalSee attachments from last meeting. Chair is looking to have an action on the proposal for professional advising model.
Comment that if academic department is in the loop for majors, with help for those not in the major, would be in favor.
Comment of department against the proposal, as it is considered part of a faculty member’s responsibility. Response
regarding being able to assess advising if stick with faculty model, with return comment that another software tool may
be difficult, but that faculty member needs to be held accountable.
Another comment that department is not favorable to the proposal and that we do not have data to see what problem
needs to be addressed. For example, we need to know if these are first or second year students, or at risk students (as
they are admitted). Some students who are not calculus ready may be considered “at risk”. Would like to see
information from other institutions about advising model being able to pay for itself. Comment to see if we should we
have higher enrollment standards. Should have data before making a decision. Also need to have a more formulated and
detailed proposal, including the budget. Also a concern of a turnover of staff, such as enrollment services may be the
issue. Response that a much more detailed proposal is being developed. An assessment of advising has been created.
Information has been shared at a dean’s council in an earlier time. Have data on freshman, but not as much on
sophomores and above.
Another department was strongly supportive. Some out of high school are fairly routine, with no strong feeling.
However, the upper class transfers may need more faculty and advising help within the department. Faculty should
focus on teaching, research, and service (with advising as part of service).
Comment that ABET Accreditation expect that faculty are involved in advising students within the program.
Another comment regarding freshman engineering and success rates as part of the data and review. Response that the
freshman engineering has an advisor. Recommend to have a professional advisor for CLSPS to start, with freshman,
sophomore and at risk partnered with a faculty mentor. Opportunity to collaborate with freshman engineering to see if
can leverage.
If just CLSPS, how many students? Response that CLSPS numbers would include Nursing, and would like to have a
universal approach.

Comment that department is opposed, already part of faculty requirement and department head should hold faculty
accountable. Does require a steep learning curve, but believe do a good job and should not change.
Question regarding if this position were included, would departments be able to opt out? Response that model is
successful, but that faculty engagement has been proven successful. Okay with faculty advising model, but needs to be
assessed, addressed, and held accountable. The three different methods are not working. Middle achieving students feel
that their issues are not addressed (not just registration), may also include weekly check-ins to help students. Requires a
large commitment. Advising the right way with at risk students is 1-2 hour commitment per student. Is this the best use
of faculty time?
Comment regarding sending e-mails and registering. How are students getting registered without faculty- should be part
of a hand-off with registration. The communication should start at the beginning of the process. When hear that
students don’t know faculty, may be part of the communication break-down. Response that student paperwork receive
information on who their advisor is- communication should be happening both ways. With faculty advisors, a central
advising can register.
Response that if we do not decide for professional registration, will need to have a model that includes faculty over the
summer to register and communicate with students.
Comment that disparate expectations about advising. Since faculty have different numbers of advisees, have a different
level of time that can spend. Since we have teaching, service, and research, how does advising fit into the requirements.
Department had mixed feelings if load was heavy. Response that current model is not successful, so looking for a change
(may be professional model).
Comment that some in department do not support due to financial requirement. Another in the department does
support, as witnessed problems with certain students. Perhaps professional advisors would be able to help, since
students are not showing up. Another aspect is if a student is not interested in the major, would be helpful to have
someone help to advise.
Comment about the budget and that the proposal is not going to work this soon to budget constraints. Tech is currently
fighting over other issues with the budget. Part of the problem that we accept any student. If we increase our
standards, then we may be able to resolve the problems. Response that if calculus the admission standard, not all
majors have the same standard. If we do have a higher standard, may have much fewer students. Comment that other
schools like Colorado School of Mines are successful with this method.
Comment that hire or transfer one or two to start the professional advisor. Constantly retraining and re-education
enrollment services about programs. Turn around for this position may be the same thing, would need to retrain.
Response that enrollment services are not advisors, as they are at a different level (entry level for enrollment services).
Current person advising has been here four years.
Comment that enrollment services and professional advisor, then sent to faculty advisor. Extra work with nothing done
with enrollment services and professional advisor.
Comment that the forty day grades has become the deciding point of when to drop, with no incentive on staying in the
class. Has the forty day grades become the decision to drop. Do students know where to go to complete the task.
Comment that department strongly approves, as long as faculty advisor is still part of the process. Response that can
include the previous assessments and the detailed proposal to review. Numbers do not include graduate students at this
time, but should be considered.
Motion to table to requesting additional information including budget and seconded. Motion passes.

Information Items
III. Committee updates:
a. Campus Committee AssessmentsE-mails sent to campus committees based on last year’s report. Approximately forty committees asked. Questions
included objectives of the committee, how often does the committee meet, and are you an “orphan committee. So far
about half have responded to the e-mail request. Looking to have other half respond. Several committees no longer
meet. Some faculty use committees that don’t meet as part of service. Should be able to report next time.
b. Budget Committee
Committee comprised of administrators and those who have day to day financial responsibilities. First meeting sent to
faculty senate officers, with first sheet identifying cost savings from this year to deal with approximately $1million
budget shortfall, and found approximately $450,000 to meet shortfall.
The next meeting was to find the remainder of the shortfall. In the documents (see attached) that we have about 9.5
million available, with about $5 million available in a number of unknown accounts. Message from administrators that
administrators that we are not in financial exigency or emergency.
Comment that faculty losing positions consider it a budget emergency, with response that faculty will be losing positions
in low performing departments.
Comment that faculty losing jobs are in underperforming departments (as opposed to under-performing faculty).
Comment that faculty should shift to a department that is performing. Response that would be unsustainable to dip into
funds.
Comment that faculty to staff ratio is a financial amount, with potential cuts of about 15 faculty.
Question regarding if the $600,000 projection the low side of the budget cycle or not? Response that the projection is
on the low side, but longitudinal data not provided.
Comment that we have to have a 5% reserve contingency fund. Not sure how much of the available money is part of the
contingency fund.
Comment that narrative of PP has shifted. Last December it started with budget talks, but that PP was to be done
regardless. The past few PPC meetings have been about PPC being linked to budget, so budget meeting talks seems like
a contradictory message. If PP not a budget issue, then shouldn’t the process not be expedited in order to do the best
job (per industry standards).
Response that budget meetings did highlight that some accounts and overall budget picture not known before.
Question regarding hiring a forensic accounting or way to have an external review? It does exist.
Comment that now that PP tied to budget and faculty to student ratio. Some under-performing departments may lose
more than others. Another concern is chancellor making decisions without any long term plan.
Comment that another driving force is being a special focus university. It has always been about the budget, as
enrollment is down with faculty hires up.
Comment that also includes IDCs as part of the budget, with concern that may be taken away (has been done in the
past). Comment that can take away IDCs (in other organizations, IDCs go to the institution).

Comment that survey of how IDCs are distributed, with wide way of how it is distributed in other institutions. Clause in
government contracts often state that IDCs should be part of research.
Comment that ability to “sweep” IDCs is within the purview of the chancellor.
Comment that the item is informational, should be sending back to departments to determine what, if anything, would
we want to do.
Research advisory committee met, with the idea of distribution of IDCs is possible to revisit. Any policy change goes
through research advisory committee.
Comment regarding “Blackboard using fee”- is that the same as the “distance using fee”.
Comment that getting IDCs as a thank you for doing research- salaries not competitive, IDCs being returned is an
incentive to do research.
Comment that some accounts not been used for years, which may not be an effective way to use resources.
Future reports with future meetings.
Discussion Items
IV. Workload
There has been a push by non-union faculty members that feel that there is an inequality in workload in number of
students and assigned credits. The only non-union large university is MSU, who are working on a workload policy
through faculty senate (may still be in progress). Does not apply to union members. Not an easy process that requires
research and data gathering, but may be able to address concerns.
Data could be pulled for teaching loads. Comment that department members in a particular department is aware of
what the workload for each. More difficult for labs, clinicals, and graduate work. Comment that should take back to
department to determine where we should head. Potential to have a group (union, faculty, management) to speak
about this issue.
V. Comments for Regents- Board of Regents meeting this week Thursday. Given time to talk with BOR to address our
concerns. Any issues that we should address.
VI. Other

